
COUNTY OF SAN MATEO 
PLANNING AND BUILDING DEPARTMENT 

 
 

DATE:  October 15, 2015 
 
TO: Zoning Hearing Officer 
 
FROM: Planning Staff 
 
SUBJECT: Consideration of a Use Permit Renewal and Amendment, pursuant to 

Sections 6500, 6405, and 6412.2 of the San Mateo County Zoning 
Regulations, to (1) allow the continued operation of an existing 
telecommunications facility, (2) legalize the addition of supporting 
equipment cabinets located within a ground lease area, (3) install two new 
panel antennas on an existing utility pole, and (4) install a 6-ft. redwood 
fence around the ground equipment lease area (12’-6” by 18’-2”), located 
within two landscaped medians in the public-right-of-way on Alpine Road 
at Wildwood Lane in the unincorporated Weekend Acres area of San 
Mateo County.  The Use Permit Amendment request includes a height 
limit exception for the new panel antennas and a fence height exception 
for the 6-ft. fence within the public right-of-way.  This item was continued 
from the December 4, 2014 Zoning Hearing Officer meeting, and includes 
antenna modifications that were not previously considered. 

 
 County File Number:  PLN 1999-00726 (AT&T) 
 
 
PROPOSAL 
 
The applicant, AT&T, requests a Use Permit Renewal and Amendment to continue 
the operation of an existing AT&T cellular facility located on Alpine Road, a segment 
designated a County scenic road.  The existing facility consists of four (4) short panel 
antennas, linked in pairs, mounted to an existing 55-ft. tall utility pole, owned by Joint 
Pole Association, located within a landscaped median in the public right-of-way, south 
of the intersection of Alpine Road and Wildwood Lane.  The centers of each new 
antenna are 45 ft. above ground on the utility pole.  Associated equipment cabinets 
are located north of the utility pole, in a separate landscaped median within the public 
right-of-way on the north side of the southern intersection of Alpine Road and Wildwood 
Lane, and include the following equipment for legalization:  five (5) equipment 
cabinets/boxes, three (3) Radio Remote Units, and one (1) GPS antenna on an 
extended “H” frame that were installed without permits (see Attachment G).  The 
existing facility is painted dark brown to blend into the natural scenic area.  The 
subject Use Permit Amendment would legalize the unpermitted ground equipment. 
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In addition to legalizing ground equipment installed without a permit, the Use Permit 
Amendment includes the installation of two new panel antennas mounted by a 9’-7” tall 
bracket onto a second existing utility pole.  The second utility pole is a 52-ft. tall utility 
pole owned by Joint Pole Association and is located next to the existing ground 
equipment lease area.  The proposed antennas would have a centerline height of 35’-8” 
and a maximum height of 38 ft.  Four Radio Remote Units (RRUs) would also be 
mounted by the bracket to the utility pole, two at 32’ in height and two located behind 
the proposed antennas (centerline height of 35’-8”). 
 
Additionally, in response to neighbor concerns over the visual impact from expanded 
ground equipment over the years, the applicant proposes to install a 6-ft. redwood fence 
around the ground equipment lease area (12’-6” x 18’-2”) to help screen the equipment 
from neighboring residential properties. 
 
The Use Permit Amendment request includes a height limit exception pursuant to 
Section 6405 of the County Zoning Regulations for the newly proposed antennas and 
supporting equipment, as the maximum height in the applicable R-1/S-75 Zoning District 
is 28 ft.  The Amendment also includes a fence height exception pursuant to Section 
6412.2 of the County Zoning Regulations for the newly proposed 6-ft. redwood fence 
enclosure, as 4 ft. is the maximum fence height allowed within the public-right-of-way. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
That the Zoning Hearing Officer approve the Use Permit Renewal and Amendment, 
County File Number PLN 1999-00726, by making the required findings and adopting the 
conditions of approval listed in Attachment A. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
Report Prepared By:  Summer Burlison, Project Planner; 650/363-1815 
 
Applicant:  AT&T 
 
Property Owner:  County of San Mateo 
 
Location:  Public right-of-way across from 2499 Alpine Road (existing utility pole with 
existing antennas and ground equipment lease area) and 2509 Alpine Road (existing 
utility pole with new antennas), Weekend Acres 
 
APN:  Public right-of-way, across from APN 074-303-430 and APN 074-303-340, 
respectively 
 
Size:  N/A (public right-of-way) 
 
Existing Zoning:  R-1/S-75 (Single-family residential/5,000 sq. ft. minimum parcel size) 
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General Plan Designation:  Medium Density Residential 
 
Sphere-of-Influence:  City of Menlo Park 
 
Existing Land Use:  AT&T wireless telecommunications site within landscaped medians 
in County right-of-way 
 
Flood Zone:  Zone X (area of minimal flood hazard); Community Panel No. 
06081C0312E, effective October 16, 2012 
 
Environmental Evaluation:  Categorically Exempt under Section 15303, Class 3, of the 
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) regarding the new construction of small 
structures. 
 
Setting:  The subject telecommunications facility is located within two landscaped 
medians between the Alpine Road corridor and adjacent residential development along 
Wildwood Lane.  The Stanford Weekend Acres area is a medium-density residential 
community that is partially bordered by Stanford Golf Course and largely surrounded by 
open space.  This segment of Alpine Road is designated a County scenic road. 
 
The existing AT&T facility consists of four (4) panel antennas, linked in pairs, mounted 
on an existing 55-ft. tall utility pole.  The antenna centers are 45 ft. above ground on the 
utility pole, owned by Joint Pole Association, which is located in a landscaped median 
south of the southern intersection of Alpine Road and Wildwood Lane.  Supporting 
ground equipment is located north of the subject utility pole, in a landscaped median on 
the north side of the intersection of Alpine Road and Wildwood Lane.  The existing 
facility is painted dark brown to blend into the natural scenic area. 
 
Chronology: 
 
Date  Action 
 
March 2, 2000 - Use Permit (5-year term) approved for new AT&T facility, 

PLN 1999-00726, on Alpine Road at Wildwood Lane.  The 
approved facility consisted of 2 antennas (24 inches tall and 
12 inches wide) mounted onto two existing utility poles and 
1 equipment cabinet (28 sq. ft.). 

 
October 26, 2005 - Use Permit Renewal approved by the Zoning Hearing Officer 

(ZHO). 
 
February 11, 2009 - Minor modification approved, BLD 2009-00130, to replace 

one (1) equipment cabinet with three (3) smaller equipment 
cabinets due to upgraded technology. 

 
June 14, 2010 - Use Permit Renewal application submitted. 
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June 7, 2011 - Amendment application to Use Permit Renewal submitted. 
 
June 11, 2014 - Revised Use Permit Renewal and Amendment application 

submitted. 
 
July 28, 2014 - Use Permit Amendment and Renewal, PLN 1999-00726, for 

AT&T facility deemed complete. 
 
December 4, 2014 - ZHO public hearing.  Item continued by the ZHO until January 

15, 2015 (see Attachment L). 
 
January 2015 - - Review of the project by the ZHO is postponed due to 
April 2015  applicant’s requests for continuance. 
 
April 6, 2015 - Applicant submits revised plans and supporting documents 

for modified project scope. 
 
June 1, 2015 - Applicant submits revised plans showing line-of-sight to 

equipment area as requested by the Department of Public 
Works (DPW). 

 
June 25, 2015 - Menlo Park Fire Protection District approval with conditions 

received by staff. 
 
July 1, 2015 - - Multiple DPW reviews of line-of-sight drawings. 
August 18, 2015 
 
August 25, 2015 - DPW staff signs off on line-of-sight plan. 
 
October 15, 2015 - Zoning Hearing Officer Hearing. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
A. KEY ISSUES 
 
 1. Continuance from December 4, 2014 Zoning Hearing Officer Meeting 
 
  This project, with the exception of the proposal of two new panel antennas 

with supporting pole-mounted equipment that was not previously 
considered, was continued from the December 4, 2014 Zoning Hearing 
Officer (ZHO) Meeting, to allow time for the applicant to address the 
following issues identified by the ZHO: 

 
  a. Applicant to explore the possibility of reducing the square 

footage of the fenced area for the existing equipment. 
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   The previously proposed fence footprint was 16’-6” by 23’-3” 
(383.6 sq. ft.).  The current proposed plans show a ground equipment 
lease area of 12’-6” by 18’-2” (227 sq. ft.) to be fenced with a 6-ft. tall 
redwood fencing to help screen the equipment cabinets from public 
views along Alpine Road and Wildwood Lane.  The proposed footprint 
dimensions will leave a maximum 3-ft. clearance around two sides of 
the equipment for access and maintenance/repair work, where 5-ft., 
6-in. and 6-ft. clearances were previously proposed.  The other sides 
will be reduced from 4-ft. and 7-ft. clearances between the equipment 
and fence to 1-ft. and 2.5 ft.  The applicant states that the current 
proposed dimensions are the minimum necessary for reasonable 
access and service, including regular maintenance and/or repair work, 
to the equipment. 

 
  b. Applicant to provide an on-site “mock-up” of the fenced area so 

that residents can comment on the potential impacts of the 
proposed fencing. 

 
   Temporary fencing has been installed by the applicant as of 

September 18, 2015, to mimic the proposed fence in dimensions and 
height.  Email notification was sent out on September 21, 2015 to 
members on public record from the previous Zoning Hearing Officer 
meeting for this item, or that have expressed interest in this project.  
Any public comments will be forwarded to the Zoning Hearing Officer 
upon receipt. 

 
  c. Applicant to provide additional information regarding the need 

for this specific site in the overall AT&T network and the 
ramifications of either removing the site altogether or reducing 
the size of the equipment. 

 
   The applicant states that the subject telecommunication facility site is 

necessary as part of AT&T’s local network to maintain connectivity for 
mobile users in the area.  The nearest AT&T facility is approximately 
3/10ths of a mile south on Alpine Road.  The subject site helps provide 
coverage along the curvilinear portion of Alpine Road.  Removal of this 
site would compromise “in-building” service coverage to the 
surrounding area, including the Stowe Lane neighborhood (located 
north of the project site).  See Attachment M for the applicant’s full 
response. 

 
   The applicant has stated that for optimal service and function, 

equipment cabinets must be located as close to their corresponding 
antennas as possible, with a maximum distance of 300 feet.  AT&T 
has reviewed the following alternative locations for relocating their 
ground equipment and concluded the following: 
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   (1) Co-location with existing AT&T site at the intersection of Alpine 
Road and Piers Lane (or Alpine Access Road):  This location is 
over one-quarter mile from the subject site’s antennas and 
would exceed the maximum distance between the equipment 
and antennas. 

 
   (2) Next to existing antennas (landscaped median south of southern 

intersection of Alpine Road and Wildwood Lane):  While this 
location would be optimal, as it would place the equipment 
cabinets immediately next to the antennas, it does not have the 
benefit of existing mature trees (as the current location does) or 
shrubbery to help screen it from public views.  Also, this location 
is on a slightly straighter portion of Alpine Road than the current 
location and has less ground space.  For these reasons, it is 
believed that relocating the equipment to this median would be 
more impactful to public views and visibility from vehicles along 
Alpine Road. 

 
   (3) Southwest side of Alpine Road (from existing antennas):  The 

(opposite) west side of Alpine Road is a gently sloped hillside 
and therefore, would require the construction of a retaining wall 
for an equipment pad.  Additionally, further study of the limits of 
the Alpine Road right-of-way would be necessary to determine 
whether the right-of-way is wide enough to accommodate 
AT&T’s equipment and fence.  This alternative would require 
trenching across, or boring under, Alpine Road to install power 
and telco (telephone and data) utility lines. 

 
   (4) Northwest side of Alpine Road:  This location would require 

further study of the limits of the Alpine Road right-of-way to 
determine whether the right-of-way is wide enough to 
accommodate AT&T’s equipment and fence.  Additionally, 
power and telco utilities would need to be extended by trenching 
across, or boring under, Alpine Road. 

 
    Furthermore, the applicant indicates that the footprint of the 

equipment area for this facility is already reduced in scale 
because of site constraints and reduced clearances.  Any further 
reduction in the equipment area would require a reduction in 
equipment and render the site inoperable, as every piece of 
equipment is an integral part of the network to provide the 
coverage and capacity being used in the area. 

 
  d. Additional explanation from the County Department of Public 

Works (DPW) about its analysis of potential sight-distance 
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impacts or other potential safety impacts of the proposed 
fencing. 

 
   The County Department of Public Works (DPW) has reviewed the 

proposed project for potential safety impacts, particularly sight-
distance impacts, based on the County’s Department Sight Distance 
Policy (see Attachment N).  According to the Policy, design speed of a 
roadway and stopping distance are factored into determining safe 
sight distance.  Alpine Road is designed as a 40-mph roadway (posted 
speed along this segment of the roadway).  The stopping distance 
criteria for this roadway speed is 300 ft.  The delineated lines of sight 
for this segment of roadway, both for Alpine Road and Wildwood 
Lane, shown on the Line of Sight Plan Sheet (A-1.1), comply with the 
safe sight distance criteria. 

 
 2. Conformance with the General Plan 
 
  Staff has determined that the project complies with all applicable County 

General Plan Policies, specifically: 
 
  Policies 4.40 (Scenic Roads) and 4.43 (Criteria for Scenic Road 

Designation) give special recognition and protection to travel routes in rural 
areas that represent a variety and quality of scenery and which provide 
outstanding views of scenic vistas, natural landscape features, historical 
sites and attractive urban development. 

 
  According to Table 4.6 (Designated State and County Scenic Roads) in the 

General Plan, Alpine Road from Alameda de Las Pulgas to Portola Road, is 
designated a County scenic road.  The subject project site is located within 
this designated segment of Alpine Road.  In order to reduce visual impacts 
to the scenic roadway, the applicant proposes to install a 6-ft. tall redwood 
fence around the ground equipment area. 

 
  Policies 4.20 (Utility Structures) and 4.44 (Designation of Scenic Roads and 

Corridors) require minimizing the appearance of utility structures and 
designate Alpine Road (from Alameda de las Pulgas to Portola Road) as a 
County scenic road, although not a mapped scenic corridor area. 

 
  The addition of unpermitted ground equipment has resulted in slightly 

increased visual impacts, as the project site is located in an open land-
scaped median within the right-of-way along Alpine Road.  A 6-ft. tall 
redwood fence is proposed around the ground equipment lease area 
(12’-6” by 18’-2”) to help screen the equipment from the residential 
properties on Wildwood Lane (see Attachment I).  The proposed fenced 
area is limited to the minimum area necessary for reasonable access and 
service to the equipment.  The Department of Public Works has reviewed 
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and approved the unpermitted and proposed changes, including review to 
ensure that there are no line of sight impacts. 

 
  Additionally, the new antennas will be positioned between 33’ and 38’ from 

the ground.  Due to their proposed mounting height on the existing utility 
pole, the new antennas would be above the natural view of drivers, 
pedestrians, and private property owners in the area.  To ensure that visual 
impacts are minimized, a condition has been included to require the 
antennas to be painted a non-reflective dark brown color to match the 
existing utility pole and to blend the facility in with the surrounding natural 
rural setting. 

 
 3. Conformance with the Zoning Regulations 
 
  The project area is zoned R-1/S-75 (Single-Family Residential/ 

5,000 sq. ft. minimum parcel size).  The zoning district standards, with the 
exception of height, are not applicable since the site is located within the 
Alpine Road public right-of-way. 

 
  The maximum allowed height in the R-1/S-75 District is 28 feet.  The 

project includes installation of two new antennas on a separate existing 
utility pole (from existing antennas) located next to the facility’s ground 
equipment area.  The mounting height of the new antennas will be 
38’ above ground (to top of antennas).  The height of the new antennas 
will not exceed the height of the existing antennas, which maintain a RAD 
centerline of 45’ above ground. 

 
  Section 6405 of the County Zoning Regulations allows a height limit 

exception for towers, radio towers, and similar structures to be built and 
used to a greater height than the limit established for the surrounding zoning 
district upon securing a use permit.  Thus, the applicant’s request for a Use 
Permit Amendment includes a height limit exception to exceed the 
maximum height limit allowed in the R-1/S-75 District for accommodation of 
the proposed antennas. 

 
  A fence height exception is also being requested under the Use Permit 

Amendment to allow the installation of a 6-ft. tall redwood fence around the 
ground equipment area (12’-6” by 18’-2”) where 4 ft. is the maximum 
allowed fence height within the public right-of-way.  The fence is being 
proposed in response to concerns of the visual impact of the expanded 
ground equipment area to residential neighbors.  The fence is being limited 
to the minimum area possible while still meeting access and safety 
clearances around the equipment. 

 
  The Department of Public Works has reviewed the proposed fence and 

determined that the fence height exception would not jeopardize public 
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safety.  The redwood fence would provide screening of the ground 
equipment and would increase safety and security by limiting public access 
to the facility’s equipment area.  In addition, the fence will be constructed of 
redwood for a natural appearance that will blend in with the natural scenic 
area along Alpine Road.  Request for the fence height exception was 
included as part of the required public hearing notification sent to both 
property owners within 300 ft. and to the Stanford Weekend Acres 
Homeowners Association. 

 
 4. Conformance with the Wireless Telecommunication Facilities Ordinance 
 
  According to Section 6512.6 of the Wireless Telecommunication Facilities 

Ordinance, existing facilities built prior to January 9, 2009 are subject to the 
provisions of the Ordinance related to new facilities.  Staff has reviewed the 
project against the provisions of the Wireless Telecommunication Facilities 
Ordinance and determined that the project complies with the applicable 
standards discussed below. 

 
  a. Development and Design Standards 
 
   Section 6512.2.B prohibits wireless facilities from being located 

in residentially zoned areas, unless the applicant demonstrates 
that no other site allows feasible or adequate capacity and 
coverage.  Evidence shall include an alternative site analysis 
within 2.5 miles of the proposed facility. 

 
   The existing AT&T facility has been in operation since its establish-

ment in 2000.  While there are a few areas of non-residential zoning 
within 2.5 miles of the existing facility (i.e., Stanford University, West 
Menlo Park, Ladera), the existing facility is necessary to adequately 
serve the facility’s intended coverage area, given the surrounding 
topography.  Additionally, staff has determined that modifications to 
the existing established facility, rather than the establishment of an 
additional new facility, is the most reasonable approach to meeting the 
coverage and capacity demands for the area.  Furthermore, a radio 
frequency (RF) report prepared by Waterford Consultants, LLC 
confirms that the facility, with proposed modifications, would not 
exceed 5% of the maximum general population emission limits set by 
the Federal Communications Commission at ground level. 

 
   Section 6512.2.C prohibits wireless facilities from locating in 

areas where co-location on existing facilities would provide 
equivalent coverage with less environmental impact. 

 
   There are no identified existing wireless facilities immediately around 

the project site that would provide an opportunity for co-location 
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without impacting the existing coverage and capacity levels this facility 
provides. 

 
   Section 6512.2.D requires new facilities to be constructed to 

support co-location, unless technologically infeasible. 
 
   Per Condition of Approval No. 10, AT&T would cooperate with any 

future co-location projects on the subject utility pole owned by the 
Joint Pole Association, as long as technologically feasible. 

 
   Section 6512.2.E - G seeks to minimize and mitigate visual 

impacts from public views by ensuring that appropriate 
vegetative screening, painting of equipment, or other methods 
of blending equipment in with the surrounding environment are 
implemented and require facilities to be constructed of non-
reflective materials. 

 
   To minimize visual impacts, the applicant would be required by 

Condition of Approval No. 17 to ensure that all equipment visible to 
public views, including the antennas, are painted a non-reflective dark 
brown color to match the existing utility pole, permitted facility 
equipment, and rural nature of the surrounding area.  Furthermore, to 
help screen ground-mounted equipment from neighboring residential 
views, the applicant would install and maintain a 6-ft. redwood fence 
around the equipment lease area, per Condition of Approval No. 6. 

 
   Section 6512.2.H requires new facilities to comply with all of the 

requirements of the underlying zoning district. 
 
   Refer to Section A.3 above. 
 
   Section 6512.2.K requires the overall footprint of a facility to be 

as minimal as possible and not cover more than 15% in area of 
the lot or an area greater than 1,600 square feet. 

 
   The modified AT&T wireless facility, which is located within the 

Alpine Road public right-of-way, has an overall footprint of less than 
500 sq. ft. (including all ground equipment and utility pole/antennas). 

 
  b. Performance Standards 
 
   The project, as proposed and conditioned, meets the required 

performance standards of Section 6512.3 for lighting, licensing, 
provision of a permanent power source, timely removal of the facility, 
and visual resource protection.  There is no lighting proposed, proper 
licenses would be maintained from both the Federal Communications 
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Commission (FCC) and California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) 
per Condition of Approval No. 9, power for the facility would continue 
to be provided by PG&E, there would be minimal visual impact, and 
Condition of Approval No. 11 requires removal of the facility when 
necessary.  Furthermore, road access to the site is existing and no 
noise in excess of the County’s Noise Ordinance would be produced 
during construction or operation. 

 
 5. Conformance with the Conditions of Last Approval 
 
  Listed below are the conditions of approval from the last use permit approval 

letter, dated October 6, 2005.  Following each condition is staff’s analysis of 
condition compliance and staff’s recommendation regarding whether a 
particular condition should be retained or modified. 

 
  Current Planning Section 
 
  1. This approval applies only to the proposal as described in this report 

and plans originally approved by the Zoning Hearing Officer on 
March 2, 2000.  Any minor revisions shall be subject to review and 
approval by the Community Development Director.  Any other 
modifications shall be subject to a Use Permit Amendment application 
and public review process. 

 
   Compliance with condition?  No.  Ground equipment has been added 

to the facility without proper authorization/permit from the Planning 
and Building Department.  However, this unpermitted equipment is 
proposed to be legalized under the subject Use Permit Amendment. 

 
   Recommend to retain condition?  Yes, with modifications.  See 

recommended Condition of Approval No. 1 in Attachment A. 
 
  2. The installation of equipment and improvements involved with this 

Use Permit shall be removed entirely at any such time that (a) this 
technology becomes obsolete, (b) this facility is no longer needed, or 
(c) if a co-location tower has been constructed on the property with a 
Use Permit and this facility can be relocated on that tower. 

 
   Compliance with condition?  Yes. 
 
   Recommend to retain condition?  Yes, with modifications to reflect 

current Wireless Telecommunication Facilities Ordinance language.  
See recommended Condition of Approval No. 11 in Attachment A. 

 
  3. This Use Permit shall be valid for a period of five (5) years following 

this date of approval.  If the applicant wishes to renew this Use Permit, 
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an application for renewal must be submitted to the Planning and 
Building Department six (6) months prior to expiration of this permit 
and shall be accompanied by the renewal application and fee 
applicable at that time. 

 
   Compliance with condition?  Yes.  An application for Use Permit 

Renewal was submitted on June 14, 2010. 
 
   Recommend to retain condition?  Yes, with modifications to reflect a 

ten (10) year Use Permit term, as allowed under the County’s Wireless 
Telecommunication Facilities Ordinance.  See recommended 
Condition of Approval No. 2 in Attachment A. 

 
  4. A minimum 30-ft. clearance of all flammable vegetation must be 

maintained around all structures. 
 
   Compliance with condition?  Yes. 
 
   Recommend to retain condition?  Yes, see recommended Condition of 

Approval No. 16 in Attachment A. 
 
  5. Any satellite dishes or other elements that may be attached to the 

tower in the future must have their color approved by the Community 
Development Director. 

 
   Compliance with condition?  N/A. 
 
   Recommend to retain condition?  No.  This condition is not applicable 

as there is no plan under the existing permit for additional equipment 
(other than the approved equipment) to be installed in/near the subject 
project location.  Furthermore, any changes to the existing AT&T site 
(such as the subject proposal), or any new cellular tower, would 
require separate review and approval by the Planning and Building 
Department. 

 
  6. The applicant shall not enter into a contract with the landowner or 

lessee which reserves for one company exclusive use of the tower 
structure or the site for telecommunications facilities. 

 
   Compliance with condition?  Yes. 
 

 Recommend to retain condition?  Yes, see recommended Condition of 
Approval No. 10 in Attachment A. 

 
  7. The applicant shall file a copy of the current FCC Form #463, mobile 

radio authorization, with the County PlanningDepartment.  The 
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applicant shall be required to keep a current copy of this form on file 
with the Planning Department throughout the life of this use. 

 
   Compliance with condition?  Yes. 
 
   Recommend to retain condition?  No.  This condition has been 

replaced with Condition of Approval No. 9 in Attachment A. 
 
  8. The applicant shall provide payment of the outstanding balance due of 

$482.60 prior to final approval of this Use Permit Renewal. 
 
   Compliance with condition?  Yes.  Payment of this outstanding 

balance was made on September 27, 2005. 
 
   Recommend to retain condition?  No. 
 
 6. Conformance with the Use Permit Findings 
 
  Under the provisions of Section 6500, wireless communication facilities are 

permitted in the R-1/S-75 Zoning District subject to the issuance of a Use 
Permit.  In order for the Zoning Hearing Officer to approve the use permit 
renewal and amendment, the following findings must be made: 

 
  a. That the establishment, maintenance and/or conducting of the 

use will not, under the circumstances of this particular case, 
result in a significant adverse impact to coastal resources, or be 
detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to property or 
improvements in said neighborhood. 

 
   This facility has been in operation since 2000.  Regarding radio 

frequency (RF) exposure, the facility’s antennas are not accessible to 
the general public due to their location on the existing utility pole.  
According to the report prepared by Waterford Consultants, LLC 
(Attachment K), the site, with proposed modifications, would comply 
with FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio frequency 
emissions.  The maximum general public exposure level at ground 
would not exceed 5% of the FCC’s maximum public exposure level.  
As described by Waterford Consultants, LLC, power density 
decreases significantly with distance from any antenna.  The panel-
type antennas (existing and proposed) are highly directional by design 
where their mounting elevation would serve to reduce the potential for 
the facility to exceed maximum public exposure levels at any location 
other than directly in front of the antennas.  The additional antennas 
proposed under the amendment are a technology upgrade to existing 
service, as part of the Long Term Evolution (LTE) upgrade (commonly 
referred to as 4G LTE).  LTE is capable of delivering speeds up to 
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10 times faster than industry-average 3G speeds, and its technology 
offers lower latency (i.e., the processing time it takes to move data 
through a network) which helps to improve the quality of personal 
wireless services.  Furthermore, LTE uses spectrum more efficiently 
than other technologies, thereby creating more space to carry data 
traffic and services and to deliver a better overall network experience. 

 
   Regarding aesthetic and view impacts, the Use Permit Amendment 

includes an exception to exceed the height limitations of the zoning 
district in order to install two new antennas on a separate existing 
utility pole (from existing antennas) located next to the ground 
equipment area.  The new antennas will have a maximum height of 
38’ above ground, which exceeds the maximum height limit of the 
R-1/S-75 District of 28 ft., but is below the 45’ RAD centerline height of 
the existing permitted antennas located on a separate utility pole.  The 
proposed antennas would be located above the natural view of 
drivers, pedestrians, and private property owners in the area and 
would not exceed the height of surrounding trees in the area.  No trees 
are proposed for removal and the antennas would be painted a non-
reflective dark brown color to match the surrounding natural setting. 

 
   Regarding the proposed equipment fencing, the Department of Public 

Works has reviewed and approved the unpermitted and proposed 
changes, including review to ensure there are no line of sight impacts 
or public safety impacts.  The proposed redwood fence would provide 
screening of the ground equipment and would increase safety and 
security by limiting access to the facility’s equipment area.  In addition, 
the fence will be constructed of redwood for a natural appearance that 
will blend in with the natural scenic area along Alpine Road. 

 
   The facility will not generate significant traffic or noise.  The facility will 

continue to be unmanned and require minimal monthly maintenance 
visits.  Furthermore, the project site is not within the coastal zone, 
thus, will not pose any impacts to coastal resources.  Therefore, staff 
has determined that the project, as proposed and conditioned, will not 
have adverse impacts on persons or property in the vicinity. 

 
  b. That the project is necessary for the public health, safety, 

convenience or welfare of the community. 
 
   The project would allow for continued and improved network coverage 

and service for private citizens and public agencies in the area.  
Contiguous cellular coverage is important for facilitating daily business 
and conversations and in providing assistance in emergency 
situations.  Furthermore, there is no evidence to suggest that the 
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operation or proposed modification of this facility has or would cause a 
detriment to public health or safety. 

 
   Although the proposed antennas and fencing will exceed their 

respective allowed height limits, staff has concluded from review of 
potential view and safety impacts, that proposed modifications would 
be minimal and that the benefits provided by the cellular facility, for 
both general customers and for emergency services, would outweigh 
the minimal impacts generated from the over-height fence and 
antennas. 

 
B. ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW 
 
 This project is categorically exempt pursuant to Section 15303, Class 3, of the 

California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), related to the new construction of 
small structures, and Section 15301, Class 1, related to the continued operation of 
an existing facility. 

 
C. REVIEWING AGENCIES 
 
 San Mateo County Building Inspection Section 
 San Mateo County Department of Public Works 
 San Mateo County Real Property Division 
 Menlo Park Fire Protection District 
 Stanford Weekend Acres Homeowners Association 
 
ATTACHMENTS 
 
A. Recommended Findings and Conditions of Approval 
B. Vicinity Map 
C. Overall Site Plan, Sheet A-1 
D. Line of Sight Plan, Sheet A-1.1 
E. Equipment Plan, Sheet A-2 
F. Existing and Proposed Elevations, Sheet A-3 
G. Equipment Details, Sheet A-4 
H. RF Barrier Signage, Sheet EME-1 and GN-2 
I. Photo Simulations 
J. Site Photos 
K. Radio Frequency Report, prepared by Waterford Consultants, LLC, dated 

March 31, 2015 
L. Zoning Hearing Officer Letter of Continuance, dated December 4, 2014 
M. Memo from Leah Hernikl regarding Alternative Sites, dated January 27, 2015 
N. San Mateo County Department of Public Works Line of Sight Policy 
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Attachment A 
 

County of San Mateo 
Planning and Building Department 

 
RECOMMENDED FINDINGS AND CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 

 
 
Permit or Project File Number:  PLN 1999-00726 Hearing Date:  October 15, 2015 
 
Prepared By: Summer Burlison For Adoption By:  Zoning Hearing Officer 
 Project Planner 
 
 
RECOMMENDED FINDINGS 
 
For the Environmental Review, Find: 
 
1. That the project is exempt from environmental review, per Section 15303, Class 3, 

of the California Environmental Quality Act, related to the new construction of 
small structures, and Section 15301, Class 1, related to the continued operation of 
an existing facility. 

 
For the Use Permit Renewal and Amendment, Find: 
 
2. That the establishment, maintenance and/or conducting of the use will not, under 

the circumstances of this particular case, result in a significant adverse impact to 
coastal resources, or be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to property 
or improvements in said neighborhood.  The facility will be below the maximum 
public exposure emission criteria as required by the Federal Communications 
Commission.  The Department of Public Works has reviewed and approved the 
project, including the unpermitted equipment cabinet modifications and proposed 
6-ft. tall redwood fence intended to screen the ground equipment area to ensure 
there are no line of sight safety impacts.  Although the proposed antennas will 
exceed the maximum height limit set forth in the applicable zoning district, they 
will not exceed the height of existing antennas and will be located above the 
natural view of drivers, pedestrians, and private property owners in the area, but 
will not exceed the height of surrounding trees in the area.  In addition, the 
non-staffed facility only requires maintenance visits on an “as needed” basis and 
will not generate significant traffic or noise.  Furthermore, the project site is not 
within the coastal zone and, thus, will not impact coastal resources.  Therefore, 
staff has determined that the project, as proposed and conditioned, will not have 
adverse impacts on persons or property in the vicinity. 

 
3. That the project is necessary for the public health, safety, convenience or welfare, 

since the facility will continue to provide improved network coverage service for 
private citizens and public agencies that have come to rely on coverage provided 
by this site to facilitate daily conversation and to provide assistance in emergency 
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situations.  Furthermore, the potential view and safety impacts that will be 
generated by the proposed modifications are expected to be minimal compared 
to the benefits provided by the modified facility, for both general customers and 
emergency services. 

 
RECOMMENDED CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
 
Current Planning Section 
 
1. The approval applies only to the proposal as described in this report and 

materials approved by the Zoning Hearing Officer on October 15, 2015.  Minor 
modifications to the project may be approved by the Community Development 
Director if they are consistent with the intent of, and in substantial conformance 
with, this approval. 

 
2. The use permit shall be valid for ten (10) years from the date of final approval, and 

shall expire on October 15, 2025.  Renewal of this permit shall be applied for 
six (6) months prior to expiration to the Planning and Building Department and 
shall be accompanied by the renewal application and fees applicable at that time. 

 
3. One (1) administrative review shall be required five (5) years from final approval of 

this permit to verify compliance with the conditions of this approval.  As part of the 
administrative review, the applicant shall provide documentation to the satisfaction 
of the Community Development Director that demonstrates compliance with 
Condition of Approval No. 8.  The applicant shall be responsible for paying any 
applicable administrative review fee at the time of this review. 

 
4. Major changes in use or intensity not already approved shall require an 

amendment to the use permit.  Amendment to this use permit requires an 
application for amendment, payment of applicable fees, and consideration at a 
public hearing. 

 
5. Within sixty (60) days of the final approval of this permit, the applicant shall obtain 

a building permit to legalize the unpermitted ground equipment and install the 
proposed redwood fence.  Failure to comply with this condition will result in a 
referral to the Code Compliance Section for further enforcement. 

 
6. The applicant shall install the redwood fence as approved and maintain it in good 

condition and perform repairs as necessary to serve its function as a screening 
device for the equipment cabinet area.  Any repairs and/or maintenance to the 
fence shall be of like color and materials. 

 
7. The fence height shall not exceed 6 feet. 
 
8. If a less visually obtrusive/reduced antenna technology becomes available for use 

during the life of this project, the applicant shall present a redesign incorporating 
this technology into the project for review by the Community Development Director 
and any parties that have expressed an interest. 
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9. The applicant shall maintain all necessary licenses and registrations from the 
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and any other applicable regulatory 
bodies for the operation of the subject facility at this site.  The applicant shall 
supply the Planning Department with evidence of such licenses and registrations.  
If any required license is ever revoked, the applicant shall inform the Planning 
Department of the revocation within ten (10) days of receiving notice of such 
revocation. 

 
10. The applicant shall not enter into a contract with the landowner or lessee which 

reserves for one company exclusive use of the tower structure or the site for 
telecommunication facilities. 

 
11. This facility and all equipment associated with it shall be removed in its entirety by 

the applicant within ninety (90) days if the FCC license and registration are 
revoked or if the facility is abandoned or no longer needed, and the site shall be 
restored and revegetated to blend with the surrounding area.  The owner and/or 
operator of the facility shall notify the Planning Department upon abandonment of 
the facility.  Restoration and revegetation shall be completed within two months of 
the removal of this facility. 

 
12. There shall be no external lighting associated with this use.  Wireless telecom-

munication facilities shall not be lighted or marked unless required by the FCC or 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). 

 
13. Construction activities associated with the project shall be limited to 7:00 a.m. to 

6:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Saturdays.  
Construction activities shall be prohibited on Sundays and any nationally observed 
holiday. 

 
14. Any necessary utilities leading to, or associated with, the facility shall be 

underground. 
 
15. This permit does not allow for the removal of any trees.  Removal of any tree with 

a circumference of 38 inches or greater, as measured 4.5 ft. above the ground, 
shall require the submittal and approval of a separate Tree Removal Permit 
Application, along with any associated application fees. 

 
16. A minimum 30-ft. clearance of all flammable vegetation must be maintained 

around all structures. 
 
17. Prior to the issuance of a building permit, the applicant shall submit finish 

color/material samples for all components visible to the public, including antennas, 
supporting equipment, and fencing.  The antennas and supporting equipment 
shall be painted a non-reflective dark brown to match the existing wood utility 
pole.  Furthermore, the wood fence shall maintain a natural redwood color.  The 
applicant shall submit photos to the Current Planning Section for color/material 
verification prior to final building inspection. 
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18. Prior to the Current Planning Section’s approval of the building permit, the 
applicant shall provide the name, title, phone number, mailing address, and e-mail 
address of one or more contact persons at AT&T whom future correspondences 
from the County should be addressed.  These person(s) will serve as the long-
term contact person(s) for the project for the purposes of permit renewal.  Should 
the long-term contact person(s) change, AT&T is responsible for contacting the 
County to establish new long-term contact person(s). 

 
19. If technologically practical and without creating any interruption in commercial 

service caused by electronic magnetic interference (EMI), floor space, tower 
space and/or rack space for equipment in a wireless telecommunication facility 
shall be made available to the County for public safety communication use. 

 
Building Inspection Section 
 
20. The applicant shall apply for and obtain a building permit to legalize the 

unpermitted ground equipment and proposed structures being approved under 
this Use Permit Amendment. 

 
Department of Public Works 
 
21. No proposed construction work within the County right-of-way shall begin until 

County requirements for the issuance of an encroachment permit, including 
review of the plans, have been met and an encroachment permit issued. 

 
Menlo Park Fire Protection District 
 
22. The applicant shall provide address numbers on the exterior gate/fence of AT&T’s 

enclosure.  The address shall be visible from the street and contrasting in its 
background. 

 
23. The applicant shall provide emergency contact information on the exterior 

gate/fence of AT&T’s enclosure. 
 
24. Approved plans and letter from the Menlo Park Fire Protection District must be 

on-site at the time of inspection. 
 
25. Prior to final building inspection, contact Fire Inspector, Ron Keefer, of the 

Menlo Park Fire Protection District, at 650/688-8428, to schedule a final fire 
inspection.  A 48-hour notice is required for all inspections. 
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1 General Summary 
Site Summary 
Caldwell Consulting, Inc. has contracted Waterford Consultants, LLC to conduct a
Radio Frequency Electromagnetic Compliance assessment of the Alpine-Wildwood
site located at 2509 Alpine Road, Menlo Park, CA 94025. The compliance 
framework is derived from the FCC Rules and Regulations for preventing human
exposure in excess of the applicable MPE (Maximum Permissible Exposure) limits. 
An overview of the applicable FCC Rules and analysis guidelines is presented in 
Appendix A.

The subsequent sections contain information regarding the radio 
telecommunications equipment installed at this site and the surrounding environment 
with regard to RF Hazard compliance. This report represents worst-case predictive 
modeling based on the information provided by the client. Recommendations to 
meet or maintain compliance are provided in Section 8 of this report. 

Waterford Consultants, LLC recommends that this report be shared with site 
management so they are aware of transmitting antennas on site and can restrict 
access to authorized personnel.

Here is a listing of the files used for this report:

- GSM Carrier Count.xlsx
- 10095898_AE01_02262015_100%_CDS_REV1_CCL03305_LTE2C (1).pdf
- SAN-FRANCISCO-SACRAMENTO_SAN-FRANCISCO_CNU3305_2014-LTE-

Next-Carrier_LTE-2C_sp656b_3701569739_10095898_13322_03-20-
2014_Planned-Approved_v4.00 (1).pdf
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2 Antenna Inventory 

Ant # Operator
Antenna 

Make Antenna Model Type
Frequency 

(MHz) Az Downtilt

Horizontal 
Beam 
width

Ant 
(ft)

Antenna 
Gain
(dBd)

Total 
ERP 

(watts)

TX 
Power 
(Watts)

X 
(ft)

Y 
(ft)

Antenna 
Centerline 

Main 
Level (ft)

Bottom of 
Antenna 

Main Level 
(ft)

1 AT&T Mobility KATHREIN 742226V01 00DT Panel 850 160 0 70 1.9 9.17 330 40 80 54 38 36
1 AT&T Mobility KATHREIN 742226V01 00DT Panel 1900 160 0 60 1.9 11.18 525 40 80 54 38 36
2 AT&T Mobility KATHREIN 742226V01 00DT Panel 850 160 0 70 1.9 9.17 41 5 80 54 36 34
3 AT&T Mobility KATHREIN 742226V01 00DT Panel 850 340 0 70 1.9 9.17 330 40 80 47 38 36
3 AT&T Mobility KATHREIN 742226V01 00DT Panel 1900 340 0 60 1.9 11.18 525 40 80 47 38 36
4 AT&T Mobility KATHREIN 742226V01 00DT Panel 850 340 0 70 1.9 9.17 41 5 80 48 36 34
5 AT&T Mobility ANDREW SBNHH-1D65A 00DT Panel 700 160 0 66 4.6 11.28 806 60 62 124 37 35
5 AT&T Mobility ANDREW SBNHH-1D65A 00DT Panel 1900 160 0 65 4.6 14.64 3488 120 62 124 37 35
6 AT&T Mobility ANDREW SBNHH-1D65A 00DT Panel 700 340 0 66 4.6 11.28 806 60 61 130 37 35
6 AT&T Mobility ANDREW SBNHH-1D65A 00DT Panel 1900 340 0 65 4.6 14.64 3488 120 61 130 37 35

Note: Waterford Consultants has assumed transmission parameters for Unknown RF emitters based on similar installations found at other radio communications sites. Generic 
antenna models have been used where existing antenna part numbers or radiation patterns are not available.  The frequencies presented in this table may have been assumed in 
order to represent the approximate band of operation and to support a worst-case calculation of power density.  
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3 Predicted Emission Levels 
The following plots show the spatial average predicted power density levels in the 
reference plane indicated as a percentage of the General Public Limit. Please note 
that 100% of the General Public Limits corresponds to 20% of the Occupational 
Limit.  

The reference plane for the plot is the site level, as indicated in the caption.  For 
example, “Avg 10 to 16 Feet” refers to the spatial average predicted power density 
level between 10 and 16 feet above the site level.  Plots are produced for each 
accessible level.  Levels that are not accessible will not be shown.  Only accessible 
areas in a plot are relevant.  Areas not accessible or in free space, off the edge of a 
site or equipment penthouse, do not affect compliance.

3.1 Prediction Summary 

Power density decreases significantly with distance from any antenna.  The panel-
type antennas to be employed at this site are highly directional by design and the 
orientation in azimuth and mounting elevation, as documented, serve to reduce the
potential to exceed MPE limits at any location other than directly in front of the 
antennas. For the accessible areas in the vicinity of these antennas, the following 
assessments are provided:

Ground Level  
Cumulative MPE Assessment
- Below General Population limits

AT&T Mobility Contribution
- Contribution does not exceed 5% of General Population limit

25’ Residence Level  
Cumulative MPE Assessment
- Below General Population limits

AT&T Mobility Contribution
- Contribution does not exceed 5% of General Population limit

21’ Utility Line Level  
Cumulative MPE Assessment
- Below General Population limits

AT&T Mobility Contribution
- Contribution exceeds 5% of General Population limit
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50’ Utility Line Level  
Cumulative MPE Assessment
- Below General Population limits

AT&T Mobility Contribution
- Contribution exceeds 5% of General Population limit
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Predictive Modeling Diagrams  

The reference plane for the plot is the ground level-5% General Public.  
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The reference plane for the plot is the ground level.  
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The reference plane for the plot is the 25’ residence level-5% General Public.  
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The reference plane for the plot is the 25’ residence level.   
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The reference plane for the plot is the 21’ utility line level-5% General Public.  
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The reference plane for the plot is the 21’ utility line level.   
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The reference plane for the plot is the 21’ utility line level-Tower 1 
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The reference plane for the plot is the 21’ utility line level-Tower 2 
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The reference plane for the plot is the 50’ utlity line level-5% General Public.  
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The reference plane for the plot is the 50’ utility line level.   
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The reference plane for the plot is the 50’ utility line level-Tower 1   
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The reference plane for the plot is the 50’ utility line level-Tower 2  
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4 Appendix A: Technical Framework 
The FCC requires licensees to assure that persons are not exposed to 
radiofrequency electromagnetic energy power densities in excess of the applicable 
MPE (Maximum Permissible Exposure) limit. These rules apply to both Occupational 
Personnel and the General Population.  Applicable FCC rules are found at 47 C.F.R.  
§ § 1.1307(b)(3) and 1.1310.  The FCC rules define two tiers of permissible 
exposure differentiated by the situation in which the exposure takes place and/or the 
status of the individuals who are subject to exposure.  

General Population / uncontrolled exposure limits apply to those situations 
in which persons may not be aware of the presence of electromagnetic 
energy, where exposure is not employment-related, or where persons cannot 
exercise control over their exposure.  

Occupational / controlled exposure limits apply to situations in which 
persons are exposed as a consequence of their employment, have been 
made fully aware of the potential for exposure, and can exercise control over 
their exposure.

Maximum Permissible Exposure (“MPE”) is defined in OET 65 as being 100% of the 
exposure limit for the situation or tier of permissible exposure.  For any area in 
excess of 100% General Population MPE, access controls with appropriate RF 
alerting signage must be put in place and maintained to restrict access to authorized 
personnel. Subject to other site security requirements, Occupational Personnel 
trained in RF safety and equipped with personal protective equipment designed for 
safe work in the vicinity of RF may be granted access.  Controls such as physical 
barriers to entry imposed by locked doors, locked passageways, or other access 
control mechanisms may be supplemented by alarms that alert the individual and 
notify site management of a breach in access control.  Controls may include 
administrative policies and procedures requiring personal protective equipment (e.g. 
RF personal monitor), proof of RF training to obtain site access cards, presentation 
of appropriate RF awareness training certifications to security personnel or other 
measures designed to prevent uncontrolled access.

RF alerting signs are not necessarily required, and by FCC guidelines, alone do not 
constitute compliance, posting of the appropriate NOTICE, CAUTION, or WARNING
signs at areas of concern is considered good practice. The signs below are 
examples of signs meeting FCC guidelines.  
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Power density decreases significantly over a short distance from any antenna. 
Specifically with respect to directional panel antennas, the design, oriented in 
azimuth and elevation as documented, reasonably precludes potential to exceed 
MPE limits at any location other than directly in front of the antenna.  Areas in front 
of the antenna that are restricted by barriers, would require climbing or are otherwise 
beyond the reach of a standing individual of average height are not considered 
accessible.  Analysis or measurement of instantaneous energy levels is performed 
for use as proof of compliance with FCC rules and regulations applicable to non-
occupational persons, those individuals who are not authorized to access portions of 
the antenna support structure above ground level.  To assess time-average 
exposure for occupational personnel working within secured areas of the site, on the 
supporting structure, or in the immediate proximity of the antenna equipment is a 
separate study requiring detailed ergonomic information.

FCC regulations regarding Radiofrequency radiation exposure, expressed in 47 CFR 
§ 1.1310 are further clarified with respect to the value of 5% of exposure limits for 
the subject transmitters in the following section of 47 CFR § 1.1307 (b):

 (3) In general, when the guidelines specified in § 1.1310 are 
exceeded in an accessible area due to the emissions from multiple 
fixed transmitters, actions necessary to bring the area into 
compliance are the shared responsibility of all licensees whose 
transmitters produce, at the area in question,  power density levels 
that exceed 5% of the power density exposure limit applicable to 
their particular transmitter or field strength levels that, when 
squared, exceed 5% of the square of the electric or magnetic field 
strength limit applicable to their particular transmitter. Owners of 
transmitter sites are expected to allow applicants and licensees to 
take reasonable steps to comply with the requirements contained In 
§ 1.1307(b) and, where feasible, should encourage co-location of 
transmitters and common solutions for controlling access to areas 
where the RF exposure limits contained in § 1.1310 might be 
exceeded. 
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Following these FCC requirements, predictive modeling has been performed to 
evaluate power density resulting from client transmitters as a percentage of the 
power density MPE limit applicable to their transmitters. These results are presented 
in Section 8.
 
The site should be routinely inspected and this or a similar report updated with any 
changes to the RF environment including:

 Adding new antennas 
 Removing of any existing antennas
 Change in the radiating power or number of RF emitters

Waterford Consultants recommends coordinating with all wireless tenants before 
performing services in front of or near any transmitting antennas. 
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5 Appendix B: Qualifications of Waterford Consultants, LLC 
With more than 100 team-years of experience, Waterford Consultants, LLC 
[Waterford] provides technical consulting services to clients in the Radio 
Communications and antenna locating industry. Waterford retains professional 
engineers who are placed in responsible charge of the processes for analysis.

Waterford is familiar with 47 C.F.R. § § 1.1307(b)(3) and 1.1310 along with the 
general Rules, Regulations and policies of the FCC. Waterford work processes 
incorporate all specifications of FCC Office of Engineering and Technology, Bulletin 
65 (“OET65”), from the website: www.fcc.gov/oet/rfsafety and follow criteria detailed 
in 47 CFR § 1.1310 “Radiofrequency radiation exposure Limits”.

Within the technical and regulatory framework detailed above, Waterford developed 
tools according to recognized and generally accepted good engineering practices.
Permissible exposure limits are band specific, and the Waterford computerized 
modeling tools correctly calculate permissible exposure based on the band(s) 
specified in the input data. Only clients and client representatives are authorized to 
provide input data through the Waterford web portal. In securing that authorization, 
clients and client representatives attest to the accuracy of all input data.

Waterford Consultants, LLC attests to the accuracy of the engineering calculations 
computed by those modeling tools. Furthermore, Waterford attests that the results 
of those engineering calculations are correctly summarized in this report.
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6 Appendix C: RoofMaster™ 
RoofMaster™ is the software package that Waterford Consultants created to model 
RF environments associated with multiple emitters where the potential exists for 
human exposure.  Based on the computational guidelines set forth in OET Bulletin 
65 from the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), RoofMaster™ considers 
the operating parameters of specified RF sources to predict the overall Maximum 
Permissible Exposure possible at a given location.  These theoretical results 
represent worst-case predictions as emitters are assumed to be operating at 100% 
duty cycle.

From the FCC document:

 “The revised OET Bulletin 65 has been prepared to provide assistance in 
determining whether proposed or existing transmitting facilities, operations or 
devices comply with limits for human exposure to radiofrequency (RF) fields 
adopted by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). The bulletin 
offers guidelines and suggestions for evaluating compliance.” 

http://transition.fcc.gov/Bureaus/Engineering_Technology/Documents/bulletins/oet65/oet65.pdf
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7 Appendix D: Statement of Limiting Conditions 

Waterford Consultants, LLC has been supplied data pertaining to RF environment 
for this site. Waterford Consultants will not be responsible for matters of a legal 
nature that affect the site or property.  The property has been analyzed under the 
premise that it is under responsible ownership and management and our client has 
the legal right to conduct business at this facility.

Due to the complexity of some wireless sites, Waterford Consultants has created 
this report utilizing best industry practices and due diligence.  Waterford Consultants 
cannot be held accountable or responsible for anomalies or discrepancies due to 
actual site conditions (i.e., mislabeling of antennas or equipment, inaccessible cable 
runs, inaccessible antennas or equipment, etc.) or information or data supplied by 
Wireless Carrier, the site manager, or their affiliates, subcontractors or assigns.

Waterford Consultants has provided the results of a computer generated model in 
this MPE Site Compliance Report to show approximate dimensions of the site, and 
the model results is included to assist the reader of the compliance report to 
visualize the site area, and to provide supporting documentation for Waterford 
Consultants’ recommendations.

Waterford Consultants will not be responsible for any existing conditions or for any 
engineering or testing that might be required to discover whether adverse safety 
conditions exist.  Because Waterford Consultants is not an expert in the field of 
mechanical engineering or building maintenance, this MPE Site Compliance Report 
must not be considered a structural or physical engineering report.

Waterford Consultants obtained information used in this MPE Site Compliance 
Report from sources that Waterford Consultants considers reliable and 
believes them to be true and correct.  Waterford Consultants does not assume 
any responsibility for the accuracy of such items that were furnished by other 
parties. 
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8 Compliance Requirements Diagram- Tower 1 

Recommendations 

Tower Base Location - Caution (Tower) sign and Information 1 sign posted at the base of the tower
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9 Compliance Requirements Diagram-Tower 2 

Recommendations 

Tower Base Location - Caution (Tower) sign and Information 1 sign posted at the base of the tower 
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10 Compliance Requirements Diagram- Equipment 

Recommendations 
 
Equipment Gate Location - Information 1 sign posted at gate
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CURRENT LOCATION AND TRAFFIC CONSIDERATIONS 
 
AT&T appreciates the concern for maintaining good visibility for drivers, and will work on a fence design 
that is as small as possible, and meets San Mateo County Public Works standards for line-of-sight. 
 
From my visits to the site, it seems that the northern terminus of Wildwood at Alpine Road has 
reasonable line-of-sight in both directions.   
 
From the southern end of Wildwood, views to the south along Alpine are unobstructed.  For views to 
the north, existing vegetation, and the AT&T equipment do block some visibility for drivers looking to 
make a left turn onto Alpine.   However, Public Works has standards to regulate appropriate sight 
distances.  In addition, Wildwood has two ways to enter Alpine Road, and left hand (southbound) turns 
onto Alpine road could be made from the northern end of Wildwood. 
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